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How to Survive Business Travel. By Susan E. Davis. October p. 32
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The Magazine: Coming of Age: Tracing the 25-year trajectory of California Lawyer. By Thomas Brom. September p. 17

The Covers: A visual history—25 years of covers. September p. 22


Civil Rights

ESQ: The ACLU creates a ten-part television series, ACLU Freedom Files. By Chuleenan Svetvilas. May p. 14
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Full Disclosure: The options scandal may be spreading to the advisors and directors who permitted backdating. By Thomas Brom. October p. 18
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Full Disclosure: The largest corporate counsel gathering ever reveals the gulf between lawyers who work with budgets and lawyers who bill by the hour. By Thomas Brom. January p. 17

Full Disclosure: Avoiding bankruptcy by trimming retiree benefits. By Thomas Brom. March p. 19

Full Disclosure: Internal corporate investigations are on the rise and oral reports are often preferable to creating a paper trail. By Thomas Brom. April p. 17
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ESQ: Courts for the homeless are expanding and providing unique legal remedies. By Bill Blum. July p. 16

Full Disclosure: The Supreme Court remands a class action that attempts to use civil RICO claims against the employers of illegal immigrants. By Thomas Brom. July p. 17

Meeting in the Middle: Looking back on ten years of the George Court. By Gerald F. Uelmen. July p. 28


The Supremes: All eyes are on the Roberts Court and Justice Anthony Kennedy’s potential swing vote. By Erwin Chemerinsky. October p. 20
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In Pro Per: What is it that keeps a man from doing the things that sent him to prison? By Joe Loya. January p. 64

ESQ: Defense attorneys discover the Internet and establish websites for their clients. By Ben Topkins. November p. 15
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Expert Advice: Criminal Procedure. Courts must release some defendants who are denied speedy trials—regardless of their crimes or bail amounts. By Glen T. Jonas. October p. 22
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In Pro Per: Articulate speech is the only specifically human quality. By David Balabanian. May p. 72
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ESQ: A look at the theory that executions deter homicides. By Susan Davis. June p. 14

Witness to an Execution. Twenty-five years after Clarence Ray Allen was sentenced to death for a murder, his prosecutor reflects on watching Allen’s execution. By James A. Ardaiz. November p. 22
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**Diversity**

In the Name of Diversity: As corporate clients push for more diversity among outside counsel, minority-owned law firms compete for business with minority partners at large firms. By Chuleenan Svetvilas. July p. 22

MCLE: Elimination of Bias. Diversity campaigns can be at odds with the law’s goals of equal opportunity and nondiscrimination. By Dale J. Giali. July p. 37
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**E-Discovery**
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ESQ: School districts fight the Pentagon’s recruiting efforts. By Susan Davis. January p. 14
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Full Disclosure: Avoiding bankruptcy by trimming retiree benefits. By Thomas Brom. March p. 19
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In Pro Per: A gay ex-Marine who appeared in porn movies tells his law firm about it and gets fired. By Rich Merritt. December p. 6
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ESQ: The California Air Resources Board votes for unprecedented antipollution shipping requirements that go into effect January 2007. By Dennis Pfaff. April p. 15
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ESQ: California’s newest federal public defenders. By Malaika Costello-Dougherty. October p. 15
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Immigration Law
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Full Disclosure: The U.S. Supreme Court remands a class action that attempts to use civil RICO claims against the employers of illegal immigrants. By Thomas Brom. July p. 17
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ESQ: The nonprofit Jail4Judges mounts a national campaign to investigate judges through grand juries. By Susan Davis. April p. 13
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ESQ: Kathy E. Mount developed a niche practice in police discipline cases. By Jessica Curiale. March p. 15
ESQ: Backup childcare becomes an increasingly popular benefit at law firms. By Chuleenan Svetvilas. July p. 14

ESQ: Wyner & Tiffany fills a practice niche practice focusing on the rights of learning-disabled kids. By Annie Gaus. August p. 15

California 50: Survey of the state’s largest law firms. August p. 31

The Practice: A Long, Strange Trip: Reflections on a 30-year career in the law. By Jonathan L. Kirsch. September p. 34

The Big Picture: The Good Old Daze: A look at what is going right in the current practice of law. By David Balabanian. September p. 80

Law Practice Management

The Hours: A history of billable hours, looking at the 40-year evolution of the practice. By Daniel Lee Jacobson. April p. 36


Full Disclosure: Law firm consolidation creates increasing problems with conflicts of interest and tainted lateral hires. By Thomas Brom. June p. 17

ESQ: Backup childcare becomes an increasingly popular benefit at law firms. By Chuleenan Svetvilas. July p. 14

The Pellicano Effect. When the country’s most famous private investigator was charged with illegal wiretapping, it gave the elite Hollywood law firms he worked for quite a scare. By Martin Lasden. October p. 24

Rosie’s Ramblings: Microsoft Outlook’s Journal feature works well for law-practice management. By Sandra Rosenzweig. October p. 36


Expert Advice: Practice Management. Tips for managing difficult clients, including those who suffer from personality disorders or mental illnesses. By Judith Wolff. December p. 18

Legislation

Litigation


Expert Advice: Trial Advocacy. Key information for protecting your client’s right to appellate review of adverse rulings in state trial courts. By Laurie J. Hepler and David M. Rice. January p. 18

ESQ: Dr. Phil gets sued for promoting a weight-loss remedy. By Bill Blum. February p. 13

Expert Advice: Appellate Practice. A quick attack on a jury verdict can do more harm than good. By Curt Cutting. March p. 24

Sponsored Roundtable: The safe harbor provision of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act and the implications of a recent Seventh Circuit Court decision in Asher v. Baxter. March p. 48

The Right to Fight: Why America needs more trials and less ADR at a time when trials are declining. By Jonathan Shapiro. April p. 34

In Pro Per: A transactional lawyer serves on a jury and offers some pointers to litigators. By Paul Delson. April p. 76

ESQ: Lawsuits allege that popular online dating sites use fraudulent practices. By Malaika Costello-Dougherty. August p. 14


This Democracy Is Experiencing Technical Difficulties—Please Stand By: Electronic voting runs into a slew of lawsuits. By Chris Thompson. August p. 24

Malpractice--Legal

Malpractice Insurance Report: Who provides insurance in California? By Laura McClure. February p. 32
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In Pro Per: A doctor reflects on making mistakes and the presumption of medical infallibility. By Jack Hanson. June p. 68
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ESQ: The proliferation of Chief Marketing Officers. By Martin Lasden. February p. 12

ESQ: Advertising in the Internet age. By Kevin Livingston. October p. 15
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Ethics. Offering unbundled legal services ethically. By M. Sue Talia. January p. 37


Judicial Misconduct. A look at some injudicious judicial behavior—and what you can do if it happens in your case. By Michael Paul Thomas. April p. 45

E-Discovery. Courts are starting to provide answers about who pays for electronic discovery. By Janet H. Kwuon and Krystal Hauserman. May p. 43


Elimination of Bias: Diversity campaigns can be at odds with the law’s goals of equal opportunity and nondiscrimination. By Dale J. Giali. July p. 37


Alternative Dispute Resolution: California’s broad assurances of confidentiality can have negative side effects. By Cassandra Franklin. September p. 42

Jury Practice: The nuts and bolts of jury selection. By Alex Ricciardulli. October p. 39

Legal Ethics: Lawyers confront gaps in case law and ethics rules when representing corporate clients with potentially adverse interests. By Lisa Perrochet. November p. 37
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ESQ: Ray Hrdlicka publishes a magazine for inmates and just began a talk-radio show about criminal justice issues. By M.C. Eckárd. July p. 15

Mediation

MCLE: Alternative Dispute Resolution. California’s broad assurances of confidentiality can have negative side effects. By Cassandra Franklin. September p. 42

Medical Marijuana

Fuming Over Pot Clubs: Ten years after medical marijuana was legalized in California, the Green Cross club got evicted from an upscale San Francisco neighborhood. By Laura McClure. June p. 25

Mergers and Acquisitions

Sponsored Roundtable: Experts analyze the recent flurry of merger and acquisition deals and advise how companies should prepare. June p. 46

National Security

ESQ: The dean of Pacific McGeorge School of Law, Elizabeth R. Parker, is emphasizing national security law. By Laura McClure. March p. 14

Niche Practice

ESQ: Kathy E. Mount developed a niche practice in police discipline cases. By Jessica Curiale. March p. 15

ESQ: Wyner & Tiffany fills a niche practice focusing on the rights of learning-disabled kids. By Annie Gaus. August p. 15

ESQ: Olga Murray commutes between Sausalito and Kathmandu, where she runs a nonprofit for childrens’ welfare. By Laura McClure. October p. 14

Small Is Beautiful. Eleven ways to make firms with fewer than 20 attorneys successful. By Susan E. Davis. November p. 28
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Personal Essays

In Pro Per: What is it that keeps a man from doing the things that sent him to prison? By Joe Loya. January p. 64

In Pro Per: When did shame evaporate from contemporary culture? By Rebecca Forster. February p. 76

In Pro Per: A former self-described dope fiend and prostitute overcomes huge obstacles to become a lawyer in a large firm. By Cupcake Brown. March p. 76

In Pro Per: A transactional lawyer serves on a jury and offers some pointers to litigators. By Paul Delson. April p. 76

In Pro Per: Articulate speech is the only specifically human quality. By David Balabanian. May p. 72

In Pro Per: A doctor reflects on making mistakes and the presumption of medical infallibility. By Dr. Jack Hanson. June p. 68

In Pro Per: An African-American woman describes how it feels to be a law firm’s token minority. By Linda Mabry. July p. 76

In Pro Per: A lawyer reflects on his military career in Kosovo. By Kurt Andrew Schlichter. August p. 72

The Big Picture: The Good Old Daze: A look at what is going right in the current practice of law. By David Balabanian. September p. 80

In Pro Per: After practicing criminal defense for 30 years as a male, a Los Angeles lawyer comes out as a transgender woman at work. By Mia Frances Yamamoto. October p. 72

In Pro Per: My life as a pundit. By Dean Johnson. November p. 64

In Pro Per: A gay ex-Marine who appeared in porn movies tells his law firm about it and gets fired. By Rich Merritt. December p. 64

Politics
This Democracy Is Experiencing Technical Difficulties—Please Stand By: Electronic voting runs into a slew of lawsuits. By Chris Thompson. August p. 24

**Privacy**

ESQ: Pending privacy laws might make private investigators’ job more difficult. By Nina Schuyler. August p. 13

Roundtable: Challenges of setting up privacy programs, handling the media after a security breach, monitoring employee email and Internet use, and creating global privacy programs. December p. 42

**Private Investigators**

ESQ: Pending privacy laws might make private investigators’ job more difficult. By Nina Schuyler. August p. 13

The Pellicano Effect. When the country’s most famous private investigator was charged with illegal wiretapping, it gave the elite Hollywood law firms he worked for quite a scare. By Martin Lasden. October p. 24

**Pro Bono**

ESQ: Starting a pro bono program from scratch. By Laura McClure. January p. 13

ESQ: Los Angeles lawyer Jeffrey M. Lenkov starts a mentoring program that pairs lawyers with disadvantaged teenagers. By Laura McClure. March p. 14

The Angel Awards: California Lawyer magazine’s first annual pro bono awards honor 16 attorneys. December p. 20

**Property Rights**

The Great Property Rights Revival: A look at the impact of the U.S. Supreme Court’s *Kelo* decision on property rights activist Timothy Sandefur of the Pacific Legal Foundation. By Martin Lasden. February p. 22

**Psychology**

Expert Advice: Expert Witness. Practical tips to shrink anxiety when deposing psychiatrists. By Irwin Savodnik. April p. 21

Expert Advice: Practice Management. Tips for managing difficult clients, including those who suffer from personality disorders or mental illnesses. By Judith Wolff. December p. 18
**Real Estate Law**


MCLE: Real Estate Law. The laws that control and simplify foreclosure actions. By Robert O. Barton. December p. 37

**Regulatory Law**

Expert Advice: Regulatory Law. Tips on how to approach a hearing before the Water Board. By Mark Fogelman and Sarah E. Leeper. August p. 22

**Religion**

ESQ: The Pepperdine Institute on Law, Religion and Ethics has started a movement to integrate religious values with the practice of law. By Bill Blum. May p. 15

**Roundtables**

Employment: Epstein Becker & Green; Hanson Bridgett Marcus Vlahos & Rudy; Lieff Cabraser Heimann & Bernstein; and Morrison & Foerster. January p. 42

Intellectual Property: Morgan, Lewis & Bockius; Sedgwick, Detert, Moran & Arnold; Townsend and Townsend and Crew; and White & Case. February p. 44

Securities Litigation: Bingham McCutchen; Fenwick & West; Lerach Coughlin Stoia Geller Rudman & Robbins; Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe; PricewaterhouseCoopers; and Shartsis Friese. March p. 48

Antitrust Law: Bingham McCutchen; Farella Braun + Martel; and Jones Day. April p. 50

White-Collar Defense: Farella Braun + Martel; Howrey; Morrison & Foerster; PricewaterhouseCoopers; and Sidley Austin. May p. 48

Mergers and Acquisitions: Davis Polk & Wardwell; Fenwick & West; Phelps & Phillips; Morrison & Foerster; Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom; and Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati. June p. 46

Intellectual Property: Bingham McCutchen; Farella Braun + Martel; Jones Day; and Paul Hastings. July p. 42

Employment Law: Carlton DiSante & Freudenberger; Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher; Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith; Littler Mendelson; Nossaman Guthner Knox & Elliott; and O’Melveny & Myers. August p. 46
Diversity: Farella Braun + Martel; Foley & Lardner; Gap; Morgan Lewis & Bockius; Wal-Mart; and Wells Fargo. September p. 48

Securities Litigation: Fenwick & West; Heller Ehrman; Lerach Coughlin Stoia Geller Rudman & Robbins; Morrison & Foerster; and Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe. October p. 44

Land Use: Allen Matkins Leck Gamble Mallory & Natsis; Nossaman Guthner Knox & Elliot; Wendel, Rosen, Black & Dean. November p. 42

Privacy: Blue Shield of California; Littler Mendelson; Morrison & Foerster; and Oracle. December p. 42

**Securities Law**

Sponsored Roundtable: The safe harbor provision of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act and the implications of a recent Seventh Circuit Court decision in *Asher v. Baxter*. March p. 48

Sponsored Roundtable: A recent Ninth Circuit decision, *Simpson v. AOL Times Warner*, may make third parties liable as primary violators under section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act; the effect of stock options-backdating investigations on securities litigation; and the rise in derivative suits. October p. 44

Full Disclosure: Activist hedge funds—and their lawyers—are using shareholder voting power to boost short-term investment returns. By Thomas Brom. November p. 18

Full Disclosure: The Financial Accounting Standards Board issued a new accounting standard that requires companies to record the funded status of retirement plans on their balance sheets rather than in their footnotes. By Thomas Brom. December p. 17

**Sole Practitioner**

Manhattan Beach attorney Armen Vartian builds a practice on objects of art. By Deborah Rosenthal. February. p. 19

Former prosecutor Steven Gruel creates a unique San Francisco practice that combines detective work and lawyering. By Bernice Yeung. August p. 21
State Bar


Supreme Court—State


Meeting in the Middle: Looking back on ten years of the George Court. By Gerald F. Uelmen. July p. 28


Supreme Court—United States

Full Disclosure: The Supreme Court remands a class action that attempts to use civil RICO claims against the employers of illegal immigrants. By Thomas Brom. July p. 17


The Supremes: All eyes are on the Roberts Court and Justice Anthony Kennedy’s potential swing vote. By Erwin Chemerinsky. October p. 20

Technology

Rosie’s Ramblings: End-user license agreements (EULAs). By Sandra Rosenzweig. January p. 32


Tips & Tricks: January p. 33

Ask Rosie: Keyboard shortcuts, archiving, and other advice. By Sandra Rosenzweig. January p. 34


Rosie’s Ramblings: Productivity and efficiency tips. By Sandra Rosenzweig. February p. 37

Tips and Tricks. February p. 38

Rosie’s Ramblings: Internet research. By Sandra Rosenzweig. March p. 40

Rosie’s Reviews: Backing up the hard drive and reviews of USB2 LaCie Hard Drive and Shuttle XPC G5 8300h. By Sandra Rosenzweig. March p. 41

Tips and Tricks. March p. 41

Rosie’s Ramblings: New communications methods – Voice over Internet protocol (VoIP). By Sandra Rosenzweig. April p. 40


Rosie’s Ramblings: Travel websites, an external mousing device on the road and the Bose QuietComfort 2 Acoustic Noise Canceling headphones for flights. By Sandra Rosenzweig. May p. 36

Rosie’s Reviews: 3M’s Ergonomic Optical Mouse. By Sandra Rosenzweig. May p. 38

Tips and Tricks: May p. 38

Expert Advice: Technology/IP. Companies use metatags to increase their rankings on search engine results, but they need to be careful about trademark infringement. By Jonathan Pink. June p. 21

Rosie’s Ramblings: Podcasting helps to learn languages and should be the next frontier of legal technology. By Sandra Rosenzweig. June p. 36


Tips and Tricks: June p. 37

Rosie’s Q & A: Rosie answers readers’ questions. By Sandra Rosenzweig. June p. 38


Rosie’s Ramblings: Rosie recommends the LaCie d2 DVD±RW with LightScribe for time and billing. By Sandra Rosenweig. July p. 34

Tips and Tricks: July p. 35

Rosie’s Ramblings: Recent innovations on the Web. By Sandra Rosenzweig. August p. 38

MrSmarty Sez: Google Notebook and typing inside online PDFs. By Sandra Rosenzweig. August p. 38


Tips & Tricks: August p. 39


The Technology: From 9 to 5 to 24/7: How technology has changed the practice of law over the past 25 years. By Sandra Rosenzweig. September p. 36

Rosie’s Ramblings: Microsoft Outlook’s Journal feature works well for law-practice management. By Sandra Rosenzweig. October p. 36

Rosie’s Reviews: Shavlik NetChk Protect. By Sandra Rosenzweig. October p. 37

MrSmarty Sez: Setting up a videoconference with Sightspeed. October p. 37

Rosie’s Ramblings: Technology developments of the past year. By Sandra Rosenzweig. November p. 32

MrSmarty Sez: A pop-up shade blocks daylight glare from a digital camera’s view screen. November p. 33

Tips & Tricks: How to find a disappeared Outlook attachment. November p. 60

Rosie’s Ramblings: A look back at the year’s reviewed products. By Sandra Rosenzweig. December p. 34

MrSmarty Sez: Microsoft’s Windows System Restore recovers data. December p. 34

Rosie’s Reviews: The year’s reviewed products Rosie still uses. By Sandra Rosenzweig. December p. 35

Torts

ESQ: Mold cases decline because of insurance exclusion and the difficulty of proving damages. By Malaika Costello-Dougherty. July p. 13
ESQ: Litigation over the Stringfellow Superfund Site has dragged on for 25 years, creating work for hundreds of lawyers. By Dennis Pfaff. August p. 16

**Urban Planning**

Letter from East Palo Alto: Cultures collide as Silicon Valley law firms move into the poor suburb of East Palo Alto. By Malaika Costello-Dougherty. May p. 30

**White-Collar Defense**

Sponsored Roundtable: The way internal investigations are conducted is being changed by requirements of Sarbanes-Oxley, the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board inspections, and the increasing frequency of the privilege waiver. May p. 48

**Writing**

Legal Ease: A lesson in tinkering with legal prose. By Howard Posner. March p. 21

The Red Room: A San Francisco place for lawyers to write. By Leslie Gordon. March p. 36

Animal Instincts. A humorous essay about the use of animal metaphors in legal writing. By Jeff Bleich. May p. 34

Legal Ease: Removing the phrase “the fact that” from legal writing. By Howard Posner. June p. 19